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I
n just 10 minutes and 53 seconds, the car chase 
through the streets of San Francisco established 
itself as the benchmark for an entire genre 
epitomised by the likes of the French Connec-
tion and Ronin. I was ten years old when Bullitt 

etched itself permanently Into my mind – the chase, 
the sound of those gear changes and the many 
hubcaps (six) flying off that jet-black Dodge Charger. 
You can imagine the feeling when I took that call 

from Bullitt’s owner 
Sean Kiernan just 
a few weeks ago 
asking if I would 

like to be the only writer in the world invited to San 
Francisco to witness Bullitt returning to the original 
movie locations for one time only? Of course I 
would! On my way to San Francisco I reminisced 
about those iconic scenes. 

THOUGHT LOST 
The movie’s automotive protagonists were consid-
ered lost for more than 40 years – until January of 
this year when Sean Kiernan, whose family has 
owned Bullitt for 44 years, drove his car on stage 
at the Detroit Auto Show in the presence 
of Steve McQueen’s granddaughter 

exclusive!

For many of us, there is a specific car that influenced our childhood – could 
be anything from a Matchbox miniature to a movie star. Iconic automotive 
movie roles cover everything from Herbie to James Bond’s Aston Martin, but 
nothing has had a greater impact on the silver screen than Steve McQueen’s 
1968 Ford Mustang GT390 Fastback from the movie Bullitt. 

1968 FORD MUSTANG BULLITT
InternationalSurvivorInternationalSurvivor

Survivor Car Australia exclusively presents the story and photographs of 
the real Bullitt Mustang (559), which was once thought lost. The Bullitt 
Mustang returns some 50 years later to the streets of San Francisco where 
the world’s greatest car chase scene was filmed. 

Above: The Bullitt movie has a reputation 
for car chases that set the bar for all 
others that followed.

Steve McQueen on 
the set of Bullitt
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1968 FORD MUSTANG BULLITT
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Molly. Since then, he has brought it everywhere from 
Detroit to Goodwood. But for us, he returned to the 
place where Bullitt became legend. Sean agreed 
to drive his Mustang – although currently not road 
registered – one last time through the streets of San 
Francisco, albeit not as dramatically as in 1968. 

The movie’s leading man, Hollywood star and 
racing driver Steve McQueen, saw the car chase as 
one of the crucial elements of the film, which was 
the first of a series his own company, Solar Produc-
tions, produced for Warner Brothers. McQueen was 
aiming for an authentic movie experience and had 
the chase scenes filmed in real time. For 10 minutes 
and 53 seconds all eyes are on the cars dashing 
through the city at speeds upwards of 110 mph. 
No music or dialog distract the viewer, while images 
cut in fast succession from inside to outside, from 
wide-angle to close-up – a revolutionary approach 
for 1968. So much so that it earned cutter Frank 
Keller an Oscar. McQueen hired Englishman Peter 

Back on the streets of San 
Francisco, the first time in 
nearly 50 years!

BULLITT
TIMELINE
From the set of Steve 
McQueen’s hit movie 
to the bright stage of 
international auto shows, 
this Mustang Fastback 
has lived an amazing 
life. Here are some of its 
highlights.
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Yates as director after seeing Yates’ work on an 
equally striking car chase through the city of London 
in Yates’ movie “Robbery”. Max Balchowsky from 
Hollywood Motors in Los Angeles, was tasked with 
building two cars with sequential VIN numbers, 
referred to as 558 and 559.

SMOKE & MIRRORS 
Once filming was over, both cars were considered 
lost for decades until in 2017, when the chassis 
and assorted parts of 558 turned up in California. 
However, 559 had not been seen for 40 years – until 
now. 558 was scheduled for the legendary jumps on 
Taylor and Filbert Street and fitted with a roll cage. 

Bud Ekins drove 558 in the movie, while all scenes 
that showed Steve McQueen at the wheel were 
filmed using 559. Most of the driving scenes were 
shot using 559, after 558 had been heavily damaged 
during the jumps. (Nerd alert: whenever McQueen 
is driving, inside shots show his face in the rearview 
mirror. When Ekins is behind the wheel, the mirror 
is tilted.) 

Both McQueen and Balchowsky wanted the car 
to have a mean look. The highland green body 
was stripped of the clear coat to reduce reflections 
– something that makes it even more difficult today 
for Sean to preserve the car in its current state. “I 
had to cover the entire car in hydrophobic paste to 

minimise environmental impact,” admits Sean. 
The rear facia was painted black and stripped of 

all lettering, the reversing lights are gone and so is 
all the chrome, save for a tiny strip along the top end 
of the trunk. There is also no pony at the front for the 
same reason. Both the underside of the car as well 
as the engine compartment still bear signs of where 
the cameras were mounted, while the trunk still has 
a huge exhaust hole for the generator used to power 
the cameras. “I know some folks have hinted at a 
smoke machine being back here, but it was always 
only a generator,” insists Sean. 

Engine work was similarly extensive. The 390cid 
engine (6.4 litres) got a different cam, a polished 

Warner Bros confirm 
the validity of the 
cars in the film. It 
is without question 
that car ‘559’ is the 
real deal – a true 
Hollywood Survivor.

Feeling right at home at 
speed on the streets, the 

Bullitt Mustang moves 
swiftly around the streets of 

San Francisco.
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Back at the same 
address, nearly 50 years 
later. Whilst the colours 
may have changed the 

architecture is  
the same.

“FOR THE PUBLIC, THIS 
HAS ALWAYS BEEN STEVE 

MCQUEEN’S MUSTANG, BUT 
FOR SEAN, THIS IS FIRST-AND-

FOREMOST HIS DAD’S CAR.”
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Top left: After years as a daily driver, there is a bit of wear and 
tear showing on the Bullitt Mustang, but nothing unexpected.
Above: The roof lining has deteriorated over time, but remains 
original from day one. 
Above left: 4-Speed manual and the big powerful V8 - the 
Bullitt Mustang is definitely one for the driver.
Left: The build plate and VIN confirm the car’s identity. 
Below: No botox required – the Bullitt Mustang stays true – all 
original from head to toe.

1968 FORD MUSTANG BULLITT
InternationalSurvivorInternationalSurvivor

cylinder head and a larger exhaust manifold from a 
truck – “not so much for more power but for more 
torque at lower revs,” explains Sean. Balchowsky 
also added an Autolite carburettor, which the car still 
has to this day. 

The sound is real, confirms Sean, but it was taped 
and added later, which would also explain the odd 
double-clutch noise. We can only assume that the 
gas generator in the back was making such a racket 
that real-time audio was useless. 

In the end, the crew had four weeks to shoot the 
entire chase, with anything up to 60 blocks cor-
doned off at a time. McQueen was a perfectionist 
and had all the takes done as often as necessary to 
achieve exactly the look he was going for. 

ONE LAST TIME 
Speculation on the whereabouts of 559 never really 
ceased, with numerous cars presented as the “real 
Bullitt” ending up being fakes of varying quality. All 
this changed when Ford launched the 2019 edition 
of the Bullitt Mustang on 14 January 2018 at the 
Detroit Motor Show. Steve’s granddaughter Molly 
McQueen was also on hand to present Sean Kier-
nan and his real Bullitt – 559. Ever since, Sean has 
been touring the world with support from the Ford 
Motor Company and America’s Historic Vehicle 
Association. 

When Kiernan and Bullitt were scheduled to return 
to San Francisco for the press test drives of the new 
model, Sean asked me if I would like to come a 
day early as the world’s only writer to witness his 
car taking on the original chase locations one more 
time. 

On a cloudy Sunday morning, photographer 
Morgan Segal and I wait for Bullitt on the corner of 
Chestnut and Taylor Street in San Francisco’s North 
Beach district. This is where the chase scene began. 
To our left, stuntman Bill Hickman fastens the seat 
belt in his jet-black Dodge Charger. Moviegoers saw 
the Charger dash up Chestnut Street, with Bullitt 
unable to follow because of traffic blocking his way 
on Taylor. In the background on Columbus Ave. 
was a huge sign for Bimbo Club 365, one of the few 
movie remnants still visible to this day. 

On cue, a black Ford F-350 Heavy Duty pickup 
shows up towing a long nondescript trailer – turns 
out Sean handles all transport himself. Because it’s 
a Sunday, Sean can park his trailer directly on Chest-
nut. Even though he must surely feel the weight of 
this moment on his shoulders, he doesn’t let on what 
it means to him. “Of course, she’s insured. But the 
registration, well, we’re waiting for the papers at this 
very moment, so let’s not make too much noise, 
shall we?” Wait a minute, “she”? “Sure, Bullitt’s a 
she, always has been,” he laughs. 

Sean opens the trailer – and I can see Bullitt for 
the first time in real life. Here, in San Francisco. To 
call this a high point in my automotive career would 

A major reason why the car chase 
scene in Bullit is so famous and 
memorable is because of Bill 
Hickman, who played one of the 
hitmen driving the 1968 Dodge 
Charger 440 Magnum R/T. Bill was 
an accomplished stunt driver, actor 
and later a stunt co-ordinator. His 
work in film began with the ‘The 
Wild One’ which starred Marlon 
Brando. Bill was also a close friend 
of James Dean and drove the 
Ford Station wagon towing Dean’s 
Porsche 550 Spyder, nicknamed 
‘Little Bastard’ to racing events. He 
also advised Dean on driving tech-
niques and strategies for races. Bill 
was driving the Ford Station wagon 
following James Dean on the day 
of that infamous fatal crash. He 
was the first person on the scene 

and held James Dean in his arms 
as he drew his last breath before 
passing away. It was Bullitt that put 
Bill on the map in terms of movie 
stunt car driving. With no digital 
fakery available in those golden 
days of Hollywood, everything had 
to be the real deal. In one scene, 
Bill loses control of the Charger 
and hits a parked car which had a 
film camera mounted to it. Bill and 
Steve spent many hours discuss-
ing the chase scene in great detail. 
For Steve, it had to be perfect, raw 
and most of all real. Bill went onto 
work in other major films such as 
‘The French Connection’ and ‘The 
Seven-Ups’ which are both remem-
bered for their classic car chase 
scenes.

– Chris Tikellis
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Top right: The big 390cid V8 is the matching numbers engine, 
everything is as it should be with this world class Survivor.
Above left: Mounting points and brackets from production are 
still intact and visible, proving the provenance of the car.
Left: The car is now part of the National Historic Vehicle 
Register of America, a list of significant cars that have 
contributed to the history of motoring in the USA. 
Below: Pointing out some of the marks that were made during 
production of the film, which have been with the car since the 
days filming on set.

InternationalSurvivor
1968 FORD MUSTANG BULLITT
InternationalSurvivor

be an understatement. Sean quickly starts up that 
glorious V8. Oh my god, it sounds exactly like in the 
movie! But it’s not until all six rear lights come on that 
it really hits home what’s actually happening. This is 
not just any car or just any location, this here is the 
Holy Grail for car aficionados! Sean still comes over 
as if this is something he does everyday. 

He drives over to an empty parking space at the 
side of the road, time for us to take in the car we 
have admired so often on TV. Anybody not knowing 
what this is about might mistake the GT for a wreck. 
The paint is dull, the fenders and the rear bumper 
are rusty. But for us, a childhood dream is coming 
true. On the backseat I notice a cover. “This has to 
be with the car at all times,” Sean insists, “If there is 
even one drop of rain in the air, you have to throw it 
over the car, whether I’m in it or not.” Morgan and 
I realize what we’re dealing with here. This isn’t a 
restored car, this is a job for a conservationist. Sean 
Kiernan: curator, custodian. How did he end up with 
this car? 

THE BACKSTORY
After filming was over, 559 was sold – still bearing 
its original movie scars – to Robert Ross, a Warner 
Brother employee. Ross soon sold it on to New 
Jersey Police Detective Frank Marranca, who kept it 
until 1974. It was advertised in Road & Track maga-
zine with only five lines, not even a picture. Sean’s 

In 2015, Bullitt owner Sean Kiernan 
had just inherited the fabled car from 
his father Robert, who had passed 
away a year earlier. 

Sean was working in an automotive 
paint company in Nashville, and was 
out with his regional sales representa-
tive and boss, Casey Wallace. At 
some point during their travels, Wal-
lace enquired about the cars Kiernan 
had inherited from his father. When 
he said, “A 1975 Porsche and a 68 
Mustang GT390 Fastback,” he was 
taken aback when his boss replied, 
“Almost like the Bullitt Mustang…” 

While Sean feared his cover blown, 
his boss Wallace went on about a 
long-time plan he had had of making 
a ficticious movie about the vanished 
movie Mustang. What were the odds 
of that? His boss was a secret movie 
buff? 

“It was then that I felt my father’s 
presence with me for the first time 
since he had passed away a year 
before, and I felt it was the right 
moment to speak about my big secret 
that I’ve kept all my life,” says Sean. 

Together, Kiernan, Wallace and 
Wallace’s movie partner Ken Horst-
mann made a plan to work together 
on a suitable reveal for Sean’s cov-
eted classic. 

“A crucial element for the right 
timing was that we got the car 
authenticated from a third-party 
source,” confirms Kiernan later. Hor-
stmann had put Sean in touch with 
Ford Performance PR Manager John 
Clor who quickly established that 

what the team needed was the help 
of the leading authority on classic 
Ford identification.

Aside from running a Ford repro-
duction parts business, Kevin Marti is 
licensed to manage the world’s only 
database with all Ford US vehicle 
production information for cars built 
between 1967 and 2014. Marti had a 
look at Bullitt 559 for the first time in 
May of 2016. 

After inspecting the various tell-tale 
signs of its movie use, Marti confimed 
the all-important provenance. John 
Clor suggested that he and Marti put 
Sean in touch with Mike Berardi, a 
retired global Ford Service Director, 
who helped the team set up meetings 
at Ford HQ to tie in the reveal of the 
1968 car, with the launch of the 2019 
Bullitt Special Edition Mustang, at the 
2018 Detroit Auto Show. 

Together, they also brought the US 
Historic Vehicle Associaton (HVA) on 
board who fully documented the car 
and had all the information entered 
into the Library of Congress, some-
thing that had been done to only 
about two dozen vehicles so far. 

For the last year or so before the 
important reveal, Bullitt remained 
hidden within Ford HQ in Dearborn. 

Until that morning of January 14, 
2018, when Sean Kiernan got behind 
the wheel of his father’s car behind 
closed black curtains one more time, 
until someone turned up the music 
and called “lights, camera … and 
ACTION!”. 

– Axel E Catton

Below: A photo from the Kiernan family album, circa 1970s. For quite a 
few years the car was driven and not hidden, nobody suspected the car 
was the real thing.

Sean Kiernan behind the 
wheel of his father’s car.
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father, Robert Kiernan, bought it as the family car, 
replacing an ageing MGB GT. “Initially, my Dad was 
looking for a GT350,” explains Sean. “This car was 
clearly advertised as the one from the movie, so we 
were never in any doubt that it’s the real deal. In 
those days, movie cars weren’t such a big thing. My 
Dad loved it mainly for its power and handling. In 
the Seventies, my Mom, Robbie; drove it to work at 
a Catholic school. She always said the nuns could 
hear her from afar and said ‘Ah, that’s Robbie’.” 

In 1977, the family received a letter from Steve 
McQueen whose marriage to Ali McGraw (Convoy) 
was on the rocks. Steve wanted to gather around 
him the things that were important in his life. He was 
looking to buy “his” Mustang back, with “buying” not 
entirely the correct term here. “He didn’t want to pay 
anything but offered to find us a suitable replace-
ment. My Dad politely declined,” says Sean with a 
happy grin. 

In 1980, Bullitt went into storage at the Kiernan’s 
New Jersey home after a clutch malfunction. “My 

Below: Steve McQueen really enjoyed driving ‘559’. Right: McQueen 
wanted to buy the car well after filming at concluded, which Robert 
Kiernan Jr declined.

“I COULDN’T 
RESIST, I JUST 
HAD TO HEAR 
THAT SOUND”
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Dad then bought a 1981 Plymouth Horizon – a car 
I also still own.” Over the decades, Bullitt remained 
under cover with knowledge of its existence fading. 
“For us, she was always there. She has been part of 
the family for longer than I’ve been around,” explains 
Sean, who was born in 1981. He and his father, Rob, 
shared a love for all things automotive, especially 
Mustangs. Their last experience together was a visit 
to a local Cars & Coffee event four years ago. “The 
next day, he was dead – suddenly and unexpectedly 
at the age of just 66 years,” explains his son. 

Meanwhile, on location in San Francisco, the 
experienced owner is feeling the magnitude of 
the moment getting to him. “My Dad and I always 
wanted to put Bullitt back on the road,” he says, “but 
over the years, we never got around doing it.” The 
resurrection of this car is more than just the revival of 
a legend. For the public, this has always been Steve 
McQueen’s Mustang, but for Sean, this is first-and-
foremost his Dad’s car.

The photographer, Morgan, is ready to go and so 
is Sean. Despite the fact we’re not making a movie, 
so speed and sound are not being recorded, Sean 

steps on the gas as if the cameras were rolling. 
“I couldn’t resist,” he says, “I just had to hear that 
sound.” Next, we’re on Filbert Street coming down 
Larkin with Alcatraz in the background. In the movie, 
the sequence of locations makes no real sense at 
all. Later in the chase, the cars are in the south on 
20th Street, then they are on the way to the Golden 
Gate Bridge but don’t go over it. A continuity issue, 
just like the six hubcaps the Charger loses during the 
scenes and the little green VW Beetle that shows up 
again and again. 

Our last location is 1153 Taylor, Lt. Frank Bullitt’s 
house. By now it’s noon and dozens of tourists 
have shown up, witnessing the car and Morgan. 
Sean is noticeably nervous, there are too many cars 
and people around who could cause damage. The 
owner calls it a day. Bullit’s homecoming is over.

As Sean closes the trailer’s tailgate he says some-
thing that puts everything in perspective. At the car’s 
reveal at the Detroit Motor Show in January, Molly 
McQueen said to him: “Steve would like what you’re 
doing with the car. It’s in good hands with you guys.” 

1968 FORD MUSTANG BULLITT
InternationalSurvivor

Below: A true Hollywood Survivor, 
back on the streets that made it 
famous. The first time in nearly 50 
years, and also potentially the last 
time this Surivvor roams the San 
Francisco streets – forever.
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